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I. Overview 

BI Download: 10/24/2014 Dept. Chair: Arturo Davila_Sanchez  

Subject/Discipline: CHIN Dean: Chuan Chan    

Campus: Laney College   

Mission Statement     1. To offer courses that meet requirements in foreign language for AA degrees in 
Arts, Arts and Humanities, and Liberal Ats. 
    2. To provide the highest level of courses available of any bay area community 
college that are transferable to and meet the requirements for the foreign language 
and/or humanities of four year institutions. 
    3. To serve the community and heritage students of the large Bay Area Chinese 
community in general and our neighboring Oakland China Town in particular to the 
path in success in career. 
    4. To implement the language training and exposure to those interested in 
professions where interaction with the rapidly growing Chinese economy occurs. 

5. To increase the number of students retention, course completion and cusses for 
students. 

6. To prepare students, through language and cultural exposure, for potential career 
opportunities arising from the increasing Chinese population in the greater bay area. 

7. To assess and enhance the teaching a foreign language according to students’ 
needs. 

8. To meet the requirement in completion of AA major. 

 



II. Enrollment 

 Alameda Berkeley Laney Merritt District 

Census Enrollment  F11 57 0 145 0 202 

Census Enrollment  F12 65 0 159 0 224 

Census Enrollment  F13 64 0 178 0 242 

Sections F11 1 0 4 0 5 

Sections F12 1 0 4 0 5 

Sections F13 2 0 5 0 7 

Total FTES F11 9.50 0.00 22.37 0.00 31.87 

Total FTES F12 10.83 0.00 24.58 0.00 35.41 

Total FTES F13 10.61 0.00 27.27 0.00 37.88 

Total FTEF F11 0.43 0.00 0.87 0.00 1.3 

Total FTEF F12 0.43 0.00 1.20 0.00 1.63 

Total FTEF F13 0.66 0.00 1.53 0.00 2.19 

FTES/FTEF F11 21.92 0.00 25.81 0.00 47.73 

FTES/FTEF F12 25.00 0.00 20.49 0.00 45.49 

FTES/FTEF F13 16.01 0.00 17.78 0.00 33.79 

 
Note: Attendance Method “X” classes are excluded from the calculations. 



III. Student Success 

 Alameda Berkeley Laney Merritt District 

Total Graded  F11 55 0 141 0 196 

Total Graded  F12 65 0 155 0 220 

Total Graded   F13 64 0 183 0 247 

Success F11 49 0 127 0 176 

Success F12 63 0 132 0 195 

Success F13 61 0 158 0 219 

% Success F11 0.89 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.9 

% Success F12 0.97 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.89 

% Success F13 0.95 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.89 

Withdraw F11 6 0 8 0 14 

Withdraw F12 2 0 11 0 13 

Withdraw F13 3 0 17 0 20 

% Withdraw F11 0.11 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.07 

% Withdraw F12 0.03 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.06 

% Withdraw F13 0.05 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.08 

 
 



IV. Faculty  

 Alameda Berkeley Laney Merritt District 

Contract FTEF F11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 

Contract FTEF F12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 

Contract FTEF F13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 

TEMP FTEF F11 0.43 0.00 0.87 0.00 1.3 

TEMP FTEF F12 0.43 0.00 1.20 0.00 1.63 

TEMP FTEF F13 0.66 0.00 1.53 0.00 2.19 

Extra Service FTEF F11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 

Extra Service FTEF F12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 

Extra Service FTEF F13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 

Total FTEF F11 0.43 0.00 0.87 0.00 1.3 

Total FTEF F12 0.43 0.00 1.20 0.00 1.63 

Total FTEF F13 0.66 0.00 1.53 0.00 2.19 

% Contract/Total F11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 

% Contract/Total F12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 

% Contract/Total F13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 

 

V. Qualitative Assessments  

CTE and Vocational:  Community and labor market 
relevance.  Present evidence of community need 
based on Advisory Committee input, industry need 
data, McIntyre Environmental Scan, McKinsey 
Economic Report, licensure and job placement rates, 
etc.  

-Chinese language is spoken by one of every 
five people in the world, and with rapid growth 
in the United States. 
-Chinese people have the largest population in 
the use of internet. 
-There will continue to be many, many more 
native Chinese speakers on this planet than 
any other language up to the year 2050, 
according to the researched record shown. 
-To know one's own strength is the sure way to 
victory. (Art of War by Sunzi). Learning Chinese 
will insure one of the ways for the students in 
the US. 
- Learning Chinese is a plus for anyone 
working in the educational, industrious or 
governmental fields of the US. 
    

Transfer and Basic Skills:  Describe how your course 
offerings address transfer, basic skills, and program 
completion.  

We are not offering an AA Degree in Chinese. 
However, we are thinking to work towards an 
AA degree in Chinese which many students in 
our Chinese classes would like to be majored 
in. 
 
 

Student Services and Instructional Support -help students communicate in Mandarin 



Programs:  Describe how your services and programs 
support student success in areas of transfer, basic skills 
and career technical education. 

Chinese through the skills in listening, 
speaking, reading and writing  
-instruct an appreciation of Chinese culture. 
Through communicative activities with a partner 
or in a small group, individual oral presentation,  
-provide a proficiency in asking, answering 
basic conversational questions, and using the 
correct word order and basic sentence 
structure for high-frequency verbs and auxiliary 
words.  
-enable students to write a short descriptive 
essay and carry on conversations with other 
speakers.  
-ensure students to gain basic knowledge 
about customs and cultures of the Chinese 
world. 
-observe and assess students’ achievements 
toward learning outcomes using adequate 
manner and culture learned through the 
course..      

 
 

VI. Course SLOs and Assessment  

  

Number of active courses in your discipline 6    

   

Number with student learning outcomes (SLOs) 6 

  

Number of courses that have assessed at least one SLO in the past 
academic year, 2013-2014 (see your TaskStream report for data): 

 
 

3  

 

Percent of courses that have assessed at least one SLO last year, 2013-
2014: 
Calculating your percentage: Number of courses assessed divided by total 
active courses in your discipline. 

66%     

 

Number or percent of courses you plan to assess (at least one SLO each) 
this academic year (2014-2015):    
 

70% 

 

If the percent of courses you plan to assess is not 100%, explain why 
here. 

Some of the Chinese 
courses in the catalog 
are not offered in this 
semester or school 
year. 

Briefly describe the general types of assessment methods you are using. (For example: common test 
questions, student papers evaluated with a rubric, student projects evaluated with a rubric, safety 
observation checklists, etc.)  
On line listening evaluation. Written and oral quizzes and tests. In-class performance, oral presentations 
and oral quizzes. Classroom conversation performance including answering questions, reading text and 
short speeches. Group skit performance. And community interview and research. 

        



        

       

 

List two examples of the most important plans for changes and improvements as a result of what 
you learned during the course SLO assessment process in the past academic year (Fall 2013- Spring 
2014). State the course number for each example so that the details of the assessment findings and 
action plans can be located in TaskStream. * 

      * This will be verified by checking in TaskStream. 
 

Example: Chem 30A, Departmental safety policies need to be revised and all instructors need to be 
made aware of new policies.  Lab techs to start monitoring lab safety 
-Listening comprehension assessment in lab greatly enhanced native Chinese students’ ability to 
speank Mandarin dialect 
-instructing learning in lab also improved students’ research skill and ability in the target language, 
Chinese.   
 

List two examples of the most significant changes/improvements your department has made as a 
response to assessment results in the past academic year (Fall 2013-Spring 2014). State the course 
number and the academic year it was assessed for each example so that the details of the assessment 
findings, action plan and status report can be located in TaskStream. * 
(* This will be verified by checking in TaskStream.) 
(Please make sure that the evidence for these changes/improvements is uploaded to the Status Report 
in TaskStream, or attach  the evidence to this report.) 
 
Example: ESL 283, assessed Fall 2012.  In Fall 2013, projects were made an integral part of this High 
Beginning Speaking/Listening course to engage students more deeply in the target language. 

 
Assessing SLOs and ILOs have helped us to measure students learning Chinese. We have been able to 
confirm that students are learning Chinese and speak Mandarin dialect better due to the easy accessibility of 
learning in various devices that have been improved. 

 

 

 

VII. Program Learning Outcomes and Assessment 

 Spring 2015 

Number of degrees and certificates in your discipline 
(If your department doesn’t offer any degrees or certificates, you don’t have 
to answer the rest of the questions regarding program assessment.) 
 

None offered currently. 

   

Number of degrees and certificates with PLOs entered into TaskStream: 
(* This will be verified by checking in TaskStream.) 
 

None offered currently.      

  

Number of degrees/certificates that have assessed at least one PLO in the 
past year: 
 

N/A 

 

If less than 100% of your programs have assessed at least one PLO last 
year, what is your plan for assessing program outcomes for all degrees and 
certificates? 
 

N/A 

 

List two examples of the most important plans for changes and improvements as a result of what you 
learned during the program (PLO) assessment process in the past academic year (Fall 2013- Spring 



2014).  State the program name for each example so that the details of the Assessment Findings and 
Action Plan can be located in TaskStream. * 
(* This will be verified by checking in TaskStream.) 

      

 

List two examples of the most significant changes/improvements your department has made as a 
response to program (PLO) assessment. State the program name and assessment cycle for each 
example so that the details of the Assessment Findings, Action Plan and Status Report can be located in 
TaskStream. * 
(* This will be verified by checking in TaskStream.) 
(Please make sure that the evidence for these changes/improvements is uploaded to the Status Report 
in TaskStream, or attach the evidence to this report.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

VIII. Strategic Planning Goals 

Check all that apply. 
 

☒Advance Student Access, Success & Equity 

☒Engage our Communities & Partners 

☒Build Programs of Distinction 

☒Create a Culture of Innovation & Collaboration 

☒Develop Resources to Advance & Sustain Mission 

We have created one more new course, Hybrid 
Chinese. We also developed Chinese 
Character Writing A and B from Chinese 
Character Writing course. All these three 
course have been approved by the State. All 
these three courses have been offering. And 
the number of enrollment has also increased. 
These three courses have met the need of the 
students in or away from our community who 
would like to learn Chinese in distance learning 
or at least reduce their frequency to drive from 
long distance, given the convenience of 
learning, especially Hybrid Chinese. 

 
 



IX. College Strategic Plan Relevance 

Check all that apply 
  

☒New program under development 

☐Program that is integral to your college’s overall strategy 

☒Program that is essential for transfer 

☒Program that serves a community niche 

☐Programs where student enrollment or success has been demonstrably affected by extraordinary 

external factors, such as barriers due to housing, employment, childcare etc. 

☒Other: The Chinese courses in Mandarin dialect offfered have been demonstrably helped the 

understanding and communication between Cantoness speakers, English speakers who are taking 
the Chinese courses and the Mandarin speakers who are from Northern part of China and paying 
more and more important roles in Chinese communities in the US. 

 
 

X. Action Plan 

Please describe changes in your program since your last program review or annual program update that 
requires additional resources not addressed in your last program review or annual program update.  If 
additional resources are need, please reference data (quantitative, qualitative, and data specifically from 
course and program learning outcomes assessment). In describing changes, consider curriculum, 
pedagogy/instructional, scheduling, and marketing strategies. Also, please reference any cross district 
collaboration with the same discipline at other Peralta colleges.  

Include overall plans, goals and specific action steps for the coming year. 

 

The program introduces Chinese language and culture to students and the community by offering Elementary 
level Chinese (I and II), Intermediate level Chinese (III and IV), Conversational Chinese (40A and 40B) and 
Chinese Calligraphy courses (25A and 25B). Laney is the only school among the PCCD’s four colleges 
that offers as rich a series of Chinese courses (sometimes labeled as Mandarin at other academic institutions) 
which not only ensures students can meet the foreign language requirements for AA degrees, but offers 
language and cultural insight into one of the largest and faster growing economies of the world. That insight is 
helpful to those pursuing many disciplines at the college, but particularly those in international studies and 
business. 

The Chinese population has reached 1.36 billion and constitutes over 1.2% of the total U.S. population. 
With proximately 3.8 million Chinese in the US, the Chinese people in the Bay Area make up at least 
20.4% of the population. The community and recreation center of Chinese will continue to grow. The 
Chinese language will have long-term objectives to affect and influence the population in education, 
business and economics in the United States, especially in the Bay Areas. 

And so do the Chinese courses offered at Laney. 

 
 



 XI. Resource Needs: Using the Excel Spreadsheet (separate document) 

FORM A  Please describe the need and prioritize any NEW faculty requests. Due to the needs and 
necessities, we would like to meet our Dean and our curriculum committee to apply for an AA 
degree in Chinese and/or Certification at least. 

FORM B Please describe and prioritize any NEW equipment, material, and supply needs. For 
Instructional Equipment & Library Material (including instructional equipment repairs). Please 
see the Form B and C. 

FORM C Please describe and prioritize any NEW facilities needs using Form C. 
           

FORM D Please describe the need and prioritize any NEW classified and student worker requests.N/A 

TECH 
FORM 

Laney College Technology Equipment Request Form: Please list your computer and other 
technology needs in this form. 

 
 

 


